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Abstract
This work presents in a subjective manner the outline of a new school offering an education
tailored for our era of continuous changes. It starts from the idea that we are basically motivated by our
feelings, and that children have a natural curiosity and a bias towards narrative and intuitive learning.
Conversely, they are less interested in the “dry” one, made with methods mainly started from the left,
logical hemisphere, and directed also to the left hemisphere. The learning during which the child enters
with his/her soul and all the senses leads to active participation and a lasting learning. The Wholesome
School addresses soul, mind and body, balancing the handicap of the classical school which does not
form but only inform, intellectually. In this Wholesome School that is achieved by removing sterile
information (“apocope” in the 6th grade!!) and introducing new subjects and practical, useful
information instead. The school promotes individual and group harmony, creativity and dealing with
new situations.
Argument
“All good things go by threes” (The Germans have this proverb, too.)
Everywhere three is a fundamental number. It expresses the intellectual and spiritual order in
God. For Christians it is the perfection of the divine unity: There is one God in three persons. The
expression of perfection is, in Buddhism, the “Triple Jewel”. For the Chinese it means the perfection
of manifestations: Man, as the son of Heaven and Earth, rounds out the Great Triad.1
We find “the three” virtually everywhere: Mind, body, soul. Past, present, future. Earth, air, sky.
Energy, matter, information. Labor, faith, fun. Where's the three, something's complete. Stable.
Harmonic. Hazard or not, our space has three dimensions, too!
The present paper is a subjective essay dealing with the description of a transdisciplinary school in
Basarab Nicolescu’s acceptance of the word. It is based on 3 pillars, which address all three components
of the human being. The approach is in a subjective style, allowing me to express feelings, to offer vivid
images and, I hope, to awake more interest than a scientific, academic style would have awoken.
The goal of this transdisciplinary, wholesome school is to form harmonic people by avoiding
settling them on a single coordinate, as the current educational system does. That “man of one book” has
become through the classical school the “Man of one coordinate”, namely information. (... And I can not
contain myself to add: In our society it became the “Man of one criterion” – money.) The current
education should be more flexible, more dynamic, as the world it belongs to is; with a curriculum
providing “buds” in many areas of knowledge, in order to facilitate later life in such a complex society. I
think that the current Romanian curriculum should get rid of subjects confined in fences both content
and timing-wise : Subject X twice a week from September to June. With these rigid frames it is almost
mandatory that this time period be filled with all kinds of information, whether needed or not.
It’s time to get rid of these fences. They were useful when knowledge was less. By that time there
were only a few “highways” starting in a star-shape from the middle point, Real Life: Literature,
Physics, Geography, Biology and so on. The landscape between them was still visible. Time has passed,
knowledge has heaped up, the landscape in between got crowded, the highways lengthened and the
distance between them has grown. Now we miss beautiful landscapes because we don't have “roads” to
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take us there. Instead, we made a goal out of going as far as it gets on the highways, and lose sight of the
Real Life.
It's time to build these roads and enjoy them. It’s time to get /become transdisciplinary-an.

The Imaginary School “Arsenie Boca”, Tîrgu Mureş
-described by an imaginary mother-

My child attends “Arsenie Boca” Wholesome School in the city. I can almost say he’s in 8th grade
but it would be partly incorrect. It is a multi-confessional school, basically an NGO, and Arsenie Boca
was some Romanian real saint, with many documented wonders, miraculous healing and all that, living
in the 20th century, who had also studied Theology, Medicine and Arts. It seems to me that he was a
manifold personality. (As a child of the “Golden Era” – as the Communist PR used to call Ceausescu’s
time – these words reminded me a phrase of the wooden language, “manifold development”. And I
thought once more about how important the environment of our early life is.)
As an atheist I’ve hesitated whether to allow our only child attend such a school. But seeing its
curriculum and especially my child’s mood upon coming home, I’m glad to have made this step. When
we heard him two years ago asking us very seriously what was to be done to drop out of school, we
didn’t hesitate anymore. That’s why, the first time when we heard him saying here “Can’t wait till
tomorrow”, we were flabbergasted when he answered: “Why, to go to school!” Meanwhile however
we’ve got used to it.
He likes everything there. The schoolmates, because they are nice. (I'd say empathetic.) The mood,
creative and serious at the same time. The teachers, because they do a heck of a job and know all kinds
of tricks. He came thus far, that he feels shame toward some of them! He likes the school building too,
because it's “fairytale-like”, I’d say rather somewhat different but beautiful indeed. Here's a photo of the
boarding home. The main building is not finished yet, but it's in the same style.

Figure 1
The building of the yet imaginary „Arsenie Boca”
Wholesome School, Tîrgu Mureş, Romania. (Arhitecture:
Oltea GOIA-DEMIAN (Mrs.))
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He also likes the subjects, because they’re funny, he says, I spell it out: Interactive up to asking
students to partake into teaching through previous research for interesting facts documenting the lesson
to be taught. He likes both individual and common projects. Now, as a part of a two-week module of
Style classes, they’re working under the guidance of a free-lance designer temporarily hired by the
school on a mini-guides series: “Style in Clothing”. The booklet is to be sold through schools or
privately on a “pay-what-you-want-more-than-our-costs” basis. I’m sure that these kids will never wear
sneakers to fur, or to velvet trousers, nor will they wear polka dots ties with a checkered shirt. I’ll talk
however later about these class projects. First I want to tell you about WHAT they learn.
I do like the curriculum because it teaches them how to think, and it shows them connections
between things seemingly apart from each other, as proverbs and Newton’s laws of motion are.
Generally speaking, it doesn’t pour through a funnel some knowledge which they would forget before
they know it (both literally and properly speaking!), but they acquire actively a structured general
knowledge and learn things they will probably even need some time.
Literature deals at the time not as much as the regular school system with the analysis of classical
literary works, because kids’ symbolic thinking is not ripe enough yet. They will resume it later, when
they’ll be able to thus feel the beauty of literature. Recently they’ve had a project2 in which each group
of 5 children was given a painting by Vermeer, with one woman writing or reading a letter. His group
has received the below one.

Figure 2
Vermeer. Lady Writing a Letter with Her Maid

They had to write 5 essays each: The first one with the objective information about the painting,
then one composition about what picture tells them personally, then to write a psychical and physical
portrait of the women including the presumptive social status, then to weave a biography of her and
finally to write a fifth text with the contents of the letter. It was a joy to see my boy, usually so little
interested in anything, studying carefully the details of the painting and documenting about God knows
what, stained glass, for instance. The project got them however through medieval fashion and history,
and psychology, and the epistolary genre in literature... At the very end they had a debate, “Handwritten
Letters vs. E-mails”. They proved unexpectedly mature reaching the conclusion that the price for the
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speed and the convenience of modern communication is the loss of something on the soul’s part by the
standardizing involved by e-mails, through loss of the emotion of waiting the paper letter, and... and I’ve
forgotten what else. They had, however, a similar debate in the Informatics class, “Pros and Cons
Electronics in Our Lives”. He didn’t want to tell me what they’d discussed, but he no longer stays so
much in front of either TV or computer. I had read somewhere3 that children too find it hard to act
against a decision they’ve made by themselves; it seems it’s true... He was for instance also not
interested in a recent movie because he had watched its trailer and said that, except for violence and
visual effects, it had nothing else.
There will be another project in Literature, they’ll have to write in a novel form some multi-media
compositions with the whole biographies or episodes of great Romanians. Now, that’s a real patriotism
class! A real, healthy one. I’m glad about it, because somebody proud of his roots is stronger, and a sum
of strong people is a strong nation. We, Romanians, do have our flaws, but we are just as good or bad as
any other nation. We only focus now too much on those flaws. But, as American Indians put it: “Energy
follows attention and movement follows energy”. So, if we look down-wards, down we get. We badly
need driving forces as the website “positive Romania” is one!4
Before this project with the letter in the paintings I had never thought that the gain of time by using
e-mails is deceiving. Indeed, how many letters have we been writing actually before, and how much
time do we waste now daily on e-mails? He also told me that, when he would have a girlfriend, he
would perfume the letters to her with his deo and would draw many many sketches for her. I wonder
how he had got this scented idea at his age. Could it be that he has found the box with letters from my
first love? We both used to perfume them... No, it can’t be, but even if he had, he surely hasn’t read
them. The school is based on some Laws of Life5 too, and in those classes they had learned some
fundamental laws and all kind of things I wouldn’t have thought they might be connected somehow. For
instance the Newton’s third law of motion, which thanks to Mr. Rus I still remember (“When a first
body exerts a force on a second body, the second body simultaneously exerts a force on the first body
which is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction”), and the proverb “what goes around, comes
around”, that's six of one and half a dozen of another. No, he certainly hasn’t read them! He knows the
straight path. He himself made me once sink into the ground for shame... I had once sent him back to
give the extra five lei he had received by mistake with the change. But then, when I’ve called Suzie to
help me not to pay a thousand lei penalty for some mess I had staged, he asked me, “Mom, is there any
limit above which one may not to be honest anymore?!”6
Oh, on Literature, they’ve just skipped a good deal of futilities like linguistic terms or phrase
morphology. I agree, the literary analyses are helpful because they develop and enrich the soul and nonlinear thinking. But what about the apocope?! I have some education and some interest in Philology and
Linguistics too, still I've never heard about it in my life... It’s all right also not to lose months on end
with phrase morphology, with temporal and causal and... and... well, all those kinds of subordinate
clauses. I did like them, but still, Qui prodest? They are not even indirectly useful, as all the horrors like
matrix and derivatives of last grades’ math are. Those, at least, educate logical thinking and discipline.
Instead of phrase morphology they learn orthography in heaps; I think any student of the school gets
both mistakes in “Csekoslovakia”... The teacher asks them to hunt misspellings in all media. One next
joint project of the whole school, after the booklet about Styles in Fashion, will be about the most
common orthography mistakes encountered.
Math’s content is pretty much the same as in the classical school. Even if, as a sales agent, one
doesn't need the differential calculus, I think it's good that they do this. Not only will they have it easier
in the two terminal years, wholly dedicated to the baccalaureate which will have to comply with the
classical system, but also for those who for example have to move to another city where they reenter the
classic system. And for the University, which assumes that students have reached a certain math level in
high school. (I can’t imagine another scenario, why would one want to move away from this school ...)
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The difference resides in its approach. The lesson departs from spectacular applications of the
lesson, which then they start to explain. For example7:
9 x 9 + 7 = 88
98 x 9 + 6 = 888
987 x 9 + 5 = 8888
9876 x 9 + 4 = 88888
98765 x 9 + 3 = 888888
987654 x 9 + 2 = 8888888
9876543 x 9 + 1 = 88888888
98765432 x 9 + 0 = 888888888
The Math class is also spiced up with all sorts of conundrums and puzzles teaching lateral thinking
and creativity.
They learn Physics and Chemistry mostly through experiments and from daily life experiences.
They learn about lemon juice, for example, as being an invisible ink which can be read only after being
passed over with a flat iron. Or about Archimedes’s screw, which raises water to irrigate a land higher
than the river8. For the time being they learn mainly qualitative Physics. The formulas will come later
on. I’ve never thought about why the shoe polish makes shoes shine! Obviously, the polish fills the
pores and makes kind of mirror surface. When he’ll have kids on his own, he’ll definitely be able to
answer their questions. He won’t stifle their curiosity through crazy non-answers, as I'm afraid that I
myself have sometimes done.
In Botany for example they’ve skipped the dicotyledons which I have definitely forgotten what
they are, but for which I had to put up with the shame of the first “B” in my life. They are taught instead
about the most needed plants in the home’s pharmacy. I didn't know that elder tea, too, has the same
calming effect as the basswood flowers tea do! Nor did I know that cloves temporarily soothe tooth pain,
and that dandelions show that the ground they grow on has good energy. Nor did I know that the carrot
beds are good neighbors for onions or tomatoes, but peppers are not the same for beans; or that certain
plants keep away pests in a natural way, as lavender the cabbage white butterflies or the beetles of
Colorado. This gardening stuff9 is being applied live also in the school’s farm. These “buds of
knowledge” give them a good starting point in their own flowers or organic veggies gardens to come.
Moreover, each child helps the full-farmers of the school in their work with animals or plants by taking
also care of them in batches of 2 weeks each. Then, he explained, “The animals and plants change their
caretakers”, ha-ha! The kids learn this way to really take responsibility, and that if you don’t water them
they really die, not like the virtual Sims which one can reset... The teacher even taught them the
language of flowers. My own child wouldn’t allow me to buy yellow roses for my best friend, though
they are her favorite flowers!
I remember that in a classical Zoology class in the 6th grade they were taught a veeery useful
classification of the flatworms, but not that sweets almost poison dogs. They learn from Ecology exactly
what is useful; they won’t lose a year for that, as my generation did. (All I remember from those classes
I can now tell in two, maybe three minutes!) And, in the spirit of the very famous Romanian minstrel
Tudor Gheorghe with his “I do care!” which seems to be a pillar of the school’s philosophy, the focus is
on not polluting, recycling, responsibility. As the teacher told them: We, the adults, have forgotten that
the Earth is not ours, but we’ve borrowed it from our children...10. Anatomy is fascinating: 3D views,
organs learned along with their most common diseases, the parallel between organs of the body (like
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joints11) and their technical counterparts or the eye as a model for the camera. They don’t learn all the
details, like (wait for me to check) di-a-pe-de-sis, as we had in the 7th classical grade, or about hemo...
homopo..., oh, I used to still know that! ... hemoposis ... haematopoiesis, phewww!, but about just
enough to let them know what’s going on in living creatures. What¸ you don’t remember what tro-pomy-o-sin is?!?! Ts, ts, ts, you learned it in the 11th grade, my dear ones!
They learn Foreign Languages through many games, with tapes and, starting with next year, even
with German-, French- and English native speakers which would come over through an so-called
European Voluntary Service12 not well-known here. The approach is interesting: The words in a
language are divided into several areas represented as concentric circles. In the center there are the most
basic words, briefly descriptible as those related to the basic needs of Maslow's pyramid. The next
circles roughly follow the pyramid and are increasingly specialized. Thus
- After “mom”, “big” and “eat” from circle 1, come
- “friend” “long”, the usual politeness forms and “run” in circle 2. Then
- “mountain”, “soft” and “choose” in the 3rd circle,
- “generosity”, “affectionate”, and “select”, in the 4th circle
- “proverb”, the proverbs themselves and “boost” in 5th circle
- “rack”, the rare proverbs, “weave” and casual slang in the 6th
- language delights like “talking in the big white telephone” for vomiting, slang hard stuff,
“transdisciplinarity” belong to the last circle, 7th, along with that damned apocope (it obviously
traumatized me), heaps of archaic words and other words without which we live longer because not
knowing them means that we don't bother too much. They learn also phonetics of different languages, to
allow them to read cities’ or people’s names – Coelho which is koˈeʎu, Rio de Janeiro, where “j” is
NOT a “he” like in Spanish because it’s Portuguese and it’s kinda ˈʁi.u dʒi ʒaˈnejɾu; then the
impossible ł from Lech Wałęsa, or Ålesund ...
Geography is taught also pragmatically. Why, demographic indices in agonizing details? Why,
main export in Ghana? What they do is actually not truly Geography. Or not only. “What do we need to
know about Norway?” Fjords. Salmon. Trolls. Oil. The polar winter. Aurora Borealis, by the way, not
really scientifically explained, “But could you make up a beautiful legend about it for tomorrow?” I, the
one, have forgotten that I’d ever known that Ibsen and Amundsen were Norwegians... However, sure I
never knew that the Norwegians have invented the cheese knife, the one with the slot where the cut
slices come out, before my kid told me that. Admittedly, we might have well lived without that. Not
even this school is perfect ... They’ve received each a world map puzzle, with little country maps to be
assembled in continents13. Did YOU know where Burundi is? Yes, me neither, and I can live without
that knowledge, too. But at least they had fun while learning it!
In History for example they had a lesson about combat tactics. It has direct connections to life, in
management, marketing, group or job relations..., everywhere where there is a potential conflict of
interest. The teacher came then dressed as Napoleon14. Once he had come clad as Caesar ... How to not
listen to him? For me, however, the lesson with the tactics and the strategy was another example of links
between seemingly independent areas of life.
Yes, it seems to me that a principle of this Wholesome School is to seek the basic matrix of
energies of the phenomena, manifest in different domains15. Studying the primary form, one sees the
connections between the things, actions and phenomena, saves energy and develops ideas! You really
can see Marketing as a war, there is even a book called “Guerrilla Marketing”16!
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Upon graduating from school they would discover that one way or another they will have had
taken all seven Arts pretty much one by one. They create objects using different painting techniques,
sculptures in plaster, doing pottery ... They do theater, even make films with their personal cameras:
Sound effects, editing and music taken from the net with advice from the Music teacher, all inclusive!
I’m sure they haven’t even noticed just how many symphonic pieces and ggoood! music they already
know, and how proficient they are in film editing...
They make also their costumes by themselves. Mine did for example out of plywood and papier
maché a broadsword – “NOT a sword, mamaa!” A beauty!

Figure 3
DIY broadsword. Plywood and papier maché

Everything with an incredibly low budget but with much, much fantasy. The resulting films, for
which my kid has been working enthusiastically over the summer holiday, are presented at the School
Feast on September 29th, the birthday of school’s main patron Saint Arsenie Boca. (There is a second
patron too, another Romanian saint of 20th century, Saint John Jacob of Hozeva. Another Saint with
documented miracles, healings and all this. His relics even issue myrrh.) Music classes teach them how
to understand it, and they learn that the tone literally makes the music. Look – listen! –, the famous
“Brother John”17, in a minor tonality: It’s so sad! It’s played by a double bass, the gloomiest musical
instrument possible, plus all the melancholic ones that came to Mahler’s mind18. And this became part 3
of his Symphony No. 1, Titan19.
In order to let them see what pauses mean they also listen to the same symphonic piece with
different conductors. Or, for other genres, the same piece in different interpretations. Not knowing
which the original was, spontaneously they’ve mostly preferred the original pieces to all the subsequent
imitations! This is the best evidence that the original intention laying at the basis of the work of art is
decisive: The original piece often springs from love, its copy from mere love of cash...
This year’s project is to re-arrange known songs. Even nursery songs are allowed, something like
Carly Simon’s version of “Itsy Bitsy Spider”20. Next year they will create and arrange by themselves
different songs in different styles, then play them in small orchestras. The best ones will come on the
stage at the School’s Christmas Party.
In Sports they go through many kinds of sports, they are even taken to the swimming pool and on
a ski-week, as pupils, in Austria. They also do all kinds of exercises that we have also done in a
teambuilding trip with my bank.
I was a bit scared when he told me that they have learned to minimize risks while climbing trees or
the climbing wall. However it’s good to think that he wouldn’t have been afraid to get off the cable car
17
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from Lake Bâlea in Făgăraş Mountains when it got stuck in February 2008. The staff had to evacuate the
passengers by having them abseiling the way climbers do. I’m confident that my kid would be less
afraid in any situation! The school's philosophy is that inner safety is not to be bought with any
insurance or any account in the bank. One can only get it from the inside, through own effort, through
own belief. And also, that fearing something means not trusting that you can deal with whatever life
brings you to21.
He was so good in managing his fear while going along those parallel beams, hung in 3 m height,
belayed from the ground and relying only on his colleague who in turn was relying on him...!22 He was
afraid, he said, but at one point he decided to no longer be, and then it worked.

Figure 4
Parallel beams, 3 m height. Outward Bound Romania, Sovata

They make also other exercises like this one in Sports, exercises which educates the soul through
the body. And they also make aerobics. Later on they will take dance modules with temporarily
employed professionals from dance schools.
Before talking about these modules, I only add that the terminal two years, 11th and 12th grades,
are dedicated to prepare re-entering the classic system for the baccalaureate and then university
examinations. Or else for learning a trade in a partner company and then the professional baccalaureate.
The modules last 2-3-4 weeks only and teach them all kind of skills: First Aid, Body Language,
Style (which starts with teaching what the unity of style means at all and only afterwards teaches them to
distinguish the Baroque of Rococo or Art Nouveau). The Fermi Questions course educates their intuition
and evaluation ability, but also how to grasp a new problem logically. For example: “How many buckets
does this plum tree yield?” Or the classical Fermi Question: “How many piano tuners are there in
Chicago?” For that, one needs to know about how many inhabitants the city has, and then use common
sense to appreciate about how many have a piano, then how often dose it need tuning...
They have also a longer module of House holding, it’s from there I’ve also learned that lavender is
good also against moths. Mom forgot to tell me that. This module might decrease the number of wellintended husbands which color the blankets by washing them together with colorful clothes... Another
module is Kitchen and Nutrition. (... The fact that silver teaspoons are not suitable for eggs, especially
mayo, is that Kitchen or is that House holding?)
They have practical psychology modules with same age kids (later on about why i make this
differentiating upon ages) for writing CV’s and about how to have a job interview. I myself would be
interested in one of these, it’s about the 5 languages of love23... It seems there are 5 ways in which we
express our feelings and understand them being expresses. Each of us “speaks” one or two of these
21
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“languages”. If our partner does not “speak” our own one, bad luck, it feels as if we wouldn’t be loved...
Another course of practical Psychology is Self-Analysis. I was dumbfounded the other day when my kid
asked me: “And what's the purpose of this purpose of yours, Mom? Maybe you can reach is otherwise,
too!” Purpose of the purpose, hmmm... It’s by asking him this question; however, I’ve realized that he
wanted to become a professional singer not in order to express some overwhelming feelings, as the true
artists do, but that he only needs an attention we haven’t given him. (Another possibility could have
been also vanity… But even me, I know that if an artist's motivation is to receive in the first place and
not to give, he will likely have no professional fulfillment because the audience will feel it!) He might
now change his mind…
Another long module is Grandma’s Tips: For the garden, household, folk meteorology and beauty.
In addition to Grandma’s Tips about beauty they also learn the makeup, styles and colors which best fit
their personality types. On the other hand it helped me a few times in the mountains to know about
upcoming rain in the next 24 hours because there were sheep-type of clouds in the sky.

Figure 5
Sheep-like clouds, telling about upcoming rain in the next 24 hours. Folk
meteorology module of the Wholesome Schoole „Arsenie Boca”

He has seen how soap is made but he only remembers it’s dangerous. On the other hand he makes
sometimes all by himself curd cheese out of the milk we get directly from the peasant and is proud of it.
What should I say else? There's a mini-module of Cryptology, it is one of the ways to teach them
thinking, how to grasp new situations. The module starts from linguistics, first teaching them Cyrillic
and Greek alphabets, so that their families no longer get fined by fake Bulgarian policemen giving them
cinema tickets as receipts. Then they’ve deciphered all together the Korean alphabet using bilingual
maps. Then they would decipher, all by themselves, a text in which each letter was replaced with a
specific sign, he was so thrilled! They also learned to double check before giving money, by means of a
few models of actual letters coming on the e-mail, some attempts to get money from the recipients. They
had to seek ways to verify the credibility of those letters, and also lok for clues pointing to mistakes of
the dishonest senders which might show that the mail is a fraud. In one of these letters, for example, the
name of the Bank that allegedly had sent it, urging “the client” to enter and check the account and the
password, was written with one “l” instead of two24. An inadmissible mistake in an official mail!
In order to teach them to cope with anything, one day an architect came and asked each of them to
design, as good as they could, all kinds of buildings, a stadium, a town hall, a hospital, a house for a
particular family. They had to think for themselves what the purposes of the building are and what tasks
should it meet. Another experience teaching them to cope with unexpected was to go through the
experience of taking lunch in a perfectly dark, unknown space25. Some other time the French learning
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kids were given an Italian text and the “German” kids one in Dutch. They had to figure out as accurately
as they could, what it was about.
… How not to go to a school where there's always something interesting? If a group of students
wants to learn something in particular, whatever, some knots to be unknotted easily only upon wanting
it, or horseback riding, or some tricks to educate dogs – they make a request, and the school finds an
instructor! The school brings them in contact in different ways with all kinds of crafts and professionals,
and that helps when they’ll have to choose their own. There was one day this pilot who talked about the
unseen face of his job, the other day an actor...
As i said, modules don't last long. I think by now it's clear why I had hesitated saying what grade
he’s in. In math he’s the 8th grade, but through the modules he can be a colleague basically with any
pupil from school.
In I don’t know which of these modules he has learned something my grandpa also told me:
Income should be divided in four parts with fixed percentages – for living, for investition, for savings
and for (cheerfully) giving away. I have no idea how it works, and I can't say yet that certainly it is so,
but since I’ve been somewhat applying this system I feel that that benevolent loss by willingly giving
away gave us some kind of control over losses in general!
And now about the trips… A powerful learning tool.
In the school tax are included two trips. One of them is actually not a trip in space but in time. It
has just ended – the Medieval Week. Children live together with a few teachers, parents, volunteers in a
more secluded part of the school farm geared up to the needs – because they do go in the Middle Ages!
All traces of contemporaneity are erased, they dress with clothes sewn by themselves in the regular
Handwork class “back” in the normal time, (where btw they learn also changing a zip, knitting and all
that...). Their self-made clothes are not perfect, but who cares! They are not allowed to bring along
anything from the modern era. Cutlery, electricity, pens? Or toothpaste ...?! No, thanks, they use salt and
fingers – and learn to later appreciate the toothpaste and toothbrush. Smelling the results, they will no
longer forget home to do brush their teeth! They sleep on sheep furs, later on straw mattresses when
there will be more of them. They are working the mattresses by themselves, are also weaving carpets
and fabric for the clothes of their colleagues yet to visit the Middle Ages, doing ropes, carpentry and
cooking their own food on an open fireplace or castle stove.

Figure 6
Fire without matches. The time-travel to the Middle Ages of the
imaginary Wholesome School „Arsenia Boca”
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I'm very much sure that the teachers were the ones who had extinguished the fire overnight26, and
that, for the purpose of having them actually make fire without matches, they had previously taught
them about that sometime in the History class!
During the Medieval Week they also take in turns all the roles: Master, maids, farmers, monks...
While being the master one of his mates hasn’t allowed anybody to talk before he did it. They would all
obey. And haven’t taken revenge! But on the free discussions after that week he did have to hear
something...!
Every year they make at least a second trip for a few days, where they always learn something. He
was fascinated by the glassware workshop they visited last year. A trip I'm certainly afraid of, however.
It’s the one in their 11th grade, toward summer. They will make groups of a teacher, a parent and a few
students and will be taken somewhere, at least 100 km away. From that place they will have to come
back home by themselves, without money, cell phones and food27. All who have done already this trip
came home allegedly enthusiastic and bewildered about how unexpectedly well they’d made it. In the
brainstorming phase for solutions they had the ideas of making a raft out of empty plastic bottles and sail
down the Mureş River, others had thought about making a little roguery to have the police bring them
home. Or even to come home on foot and ask for food on the way.
There is for sure no better experience to teach them that they can deal with any situation if they
focus their energies on finding the solutions!! This trip is definitely better at that than those parallel
beams in 3 m height. But still I'm scared of it. I think I will go with them. I don't have to do anything,
they say, we're as if dumb and invisible, the body-guards. Yes, I do want to see this one. I don’t buy it,
“enthusiastic!” Allegedly it comes merely from the law of conservation of energy, because of which the
effort turns into joy. Now that's obvious to me, too: The more one gets involved and works more for
something, the greater the joy for the result. I hadn’t thought that that’s Physics, too28! But, still…!
A School Day of My Child
He enters the school every day passing by a pyramidal cone, one and a half meters high, standing
near a taller stick. The stick seems to be about to fall, and the lines drawn on the protective glass around
suggest the wind. The ensemble embodies the idea, discussed everywhere where the school is presented,
that a specialist is a man who knows increasingly more about increasingly less. I knew it as a joke: Led
to the extreme, the punch line is that eventually he knows all about nothing... A specialist of this type
visually resembles a pencil placed vertically: It reaches higher, but it’s easy to be thrown out of balance.
Similarly, our civilization of mono-specialists is actually made up of people extremely unstable and
psychically insecure – as opposed to a society made up of cone-like people, standing on a broad base of
experiences and skills which can all be potentially developed. They might not reach that far from the
very beginning as the pencil, instead privately they will have greater inside stability in life, and also the
opportunity to become a “pencil” in a much wider variety of areas29.
It's true that to society is more productive if its people are specialists: On the one hand because
they are earlier efficient, and on the other because a psychically insecure man will buy more (VAT!!),
and will be much easier to be manipulated. The Wholesome School aims at creating the cone-type of
people – the basis of future specialists of “pencil in pyramid” type. They are simply more harmonic,
“rounder” individuals.
In the school building and yard all around the place there are posters with quotes so that it's
impossible not to read them. In the first school weeks there was one, “we attract through what we
adorn”. This week there is one from Eleanor Roosevelt, “No one can make you feel inferior without
your consent.” It might be her month, she had another one last week: “Great minds discuss ideas.
26

The idea of this „trip” comes from a documentary seen in 2005 on 3Sat, a German TV. It was about the owner of the
castle Burgk in Thuringia who gathered through a newspaper ad people interested in such a Middle Ages „trip”. More on
http://www.3sat.de/page/?source=/specials/thementage/ard/150432/index.html (in German)
27
Stephan MEURISCH’s blog. He has crossed Romania for 4 months between May and Sept. 2012, on its way from
Munich to Tibet: 13,000 km, without money: http://longtrailtotibet.blogspot.ro/p/live-tracking.html. The similar author’s
experience within a course of personal development in the Netherlands as a student in 2009 is also to be mentioned.
28
Ideas from the author’s personal blog & website, http://legilevietii.ro/blog/?p=260, respectively:
http://www.legilevietii.ro/ (from the courses themselves)
29
Ibid.
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Average minds discuss events. Small minds discuss people.” Kinda hit me, I became aware that I
sometimes do talk about... Well, back to “Arsenie Boca” Wholesome School.
Upon mature thinking, I prefer that my child becomes sometime later a “pencil”, after he’d create
a broad base and he’d be able to truly choose his way. I know he would be less afraid in his life to
change a job or a partner with whom he's not pleased, because he would have a broad useful knowledge.
Because he would have learned, I can say with his heart, things he actually needs. Because he would
know he can cope with any situation. These kids know how to tackle it!
The school yard is actually a park with a wooden furnished playground of organic, natural design.
You’ve seen already the cafeteria and the boarding home. There is also a multipurpose sports ground,
some open-air class”rooms” (more about the classroom themselves below), then a small ropes garden
and a farm where hired farmers look after vegetables and animals. As previously said, students help too,
not too much but effectively, only so far as to have an idea what it takes. Students over 18 years old can
do small jobs in partner companies of the school, making some extra money, learning live what paid
work means and passing the hurdle of the first job under the protective wing of the school. At the end of
the school time the children not only have a whole range of practical skills, but they will have felt on
their own the experience of being a farmer, a waiter, a cook-help, a salesperson...
The classrooms will be, when finished, all in different styles. There is a Japanese room, a
Romanian traditional one, another like an orthodox monastery, a wooden one in Amero-Indian style
(along with, of course, a DIY totem). Another is the Stone Age room; the next is a surrealistic one filled
with crazy things as Dali's clock. I would call the next one “Louis Quinze the 14th” but you might
believe I don’t... Never mind. There is also a ship-like classroom. Even a classical one! It’s a pity that
there are not enough funds yet to finish them all at once, I can't wait to see them!

Figure 7
DiY Dali’s clock, the model for the clock in the surrealisitc classroom of
the imaginary Wholesome School „Arsenie Boca”

During religious holidays they start the day all together with funny energizers Now, on St.
Dumitru’s day, errr… I meant to say October 26th, they made a big circle in which all imitated the
leading teacher in his gestures and his singing of a catchy song I still have in my mind30. They are also
encouraged to invent energizers like this. Then they go to their classrooms. They start after 8: 30 with a
prayer. The 30 minutes delay avoids jams because the school is in the outskirts. The first two hours are
Math, Physics or Computer Sciences, not in the classical system, but in the style of the Waldorf School.
The idea is that the patchwork timetable deters kids’ from focusing and effective learning. What would
we yield indeed you in the Bank if we had a hour at the cash counter, then an hour in advising clients,
then one hour cleaning, another at the Insurance Department, then in the Call Center and then with the
30

The Baby Shark song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyamCXEqa5g#t=53
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Corporate Clients...? Both in the Waldorf School and in this Wholesome School the learning is done in
era: For a few weeks the first two hours are math only, then the next couple of weeks the Physics-withformulas, then the era of computer sciences ... In these two hours kids have the same age. After that
there come the free modules: Either with kids of the same age, as the Parenting modules, or with kids of
different ages like the modules of sports, music, arts. There are also classes which require permanent
practicing, as the foreign language or instruments: Guitar, percussion, keyboards, on request violin or
flute. Well, where the subjects taught do not require a number of years to ensure a certain degree of
development of the brain, the family principle applies. The children of the same age in the morning
classes of Math mix with children of other ages in mixed groups, where the elder kids take care of the
little ones. These in turn will grow up and will once apply, they too, the principles they would have had
learned in the module of Practical Psychology called Parenting.
Actually the whole Wholesome School seems to be somewhere at the intersection of the classical,
the Waldorf and Kurt Hahn’s school called Outward Bound. The later used to educate young sailors in
WW II how to cooperate in order to survive. Over the time it became a way to educate the soul through
physically challenging exercises, apparently difficult but still safely executable, and which give one a
sense of being strong, of having control over one’s own self.
So, basically after the first two very logical hours there is a module of languages or instrument,
and then, when the concentration drops, there comes the creative or motion modules, among which they
can choose as they want: This year one, next year the other. These modules are held, as I’ve told you, by
friendly professionals from outside the school employed on a temporary basis.
Teaching the lesson is interactive and testing the students is done under various forms of quiz, for
example the “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?” with 4 jokers in the classroom. There are other formats
too, for example the class divided into teams which must give one answer to questions. What a
teambuilding! The moderator may be the teacher but not necessarily. Those who give the correct answer
receive individually good points. I remember without thinking 5 different testing methods based on
some clever TV show or board games, but they are more!
I also find very motivating their way to give marks. The most important is that they get marks for
how much they had overcome themselves. Cooperation, mutual aid is encouraged through all sorts of
common projects and they get marks there only if the entire project succeeds. Each is competing with
himself, just how much they can be stronger then their own dark part. It seems that they are quite honest
and objective in self-evaluations, maybe because they’ve started early with that. Anyway, at the end of
the semester kids give also marks to one another. The highest and lowest three are removed and then the
mean value is calculated. Thus every child, regardless of IQ or personal background, can get to have
high marks, because what's rewarded in the first place is his effort to become a better version of himself.
The system encourages self-evaluation and -analyze, to conquer one’s self, respectively to be objective
in one’s self evaluation and that of the others.
Sometimes in the form tutor period the class teacher asks them to make a wish: Neither too
difficult (to see an UFO!), nor too easy (to hear the newest music hit on radio) One girl wished once that
five mates would come in the Informatics module wearing a green shirt. There was also some khaki or
lime T-shirts, but there were even six of them! A boy wished for seeing a bear. Not so easy, in the city,
but his father, who drinks Neumarkt beer, bought suddenly, without knowing why, Ursus, the beer with
the bear... Children see thus live that requests are usually answered: Next week all those whose wishes
were met would tell about it. And they are quite a lot! It does work! I have no idea why. But it seems to
me that only those wishes come true, which we’re not addicted to...!
At the end of the day they have sometimes a kind of teambuilding: They work on an on-going joint
project. They first come with all sorts of ideas for flash mobs – great promotional tool for the School, by
the way! The last time they went into a hypermarket where they had previously received approval from
the manager: Upon a given signal through the loudspeakers all 70 children, scattered all over the place,
“froze”. And stayed motionless for 2 minutes in the position the signal had caught them: While making a
step, while reading the ingredients of a product, while scratching their head...31

31

As here, freeze în supermarket: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4GMXavfKPY#t=45
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Now they do rehearsals for Christmas carols they would sing in a pizzeria in the city. A group of
colleagues were in the senior citizen homes to sing them Christmas carols. They were all so moved that
they decided to go there every year.
I like very much the projects called 'Wanna bet that…?” The idea comes from the German show
“Wetten, daß ...?” where all sorts of people come with the craziest abilities. They prove of how infinite
man is. One recognizes blindfolded the exact brand of soap among 150 soaps, just by taking it in the
hand and by the froth it makes, somebody else knows which European coin from the pre-euro era has
just hit the ground solely by hearing it falling. Two truckers have brought their trucks on the stage face
to face, so that these supported a strand of spaghetti between them. They drove the trucks so that they
didn’t let it fall. A 100% blind woman, with official handicap papers, “sees” the colors of clothes with
her fingers, up to saying “red, with fine stripes of white”. Someone could tell which jigsaw puzzle 4
small pieces belonged to, out of 50 puzzles of 1000 pieces each...32
Well, at the beginning of the school year they build groups and brainstorm about what they could
do in this spirit. The Feast on Schoolyear’s end consists of the show offered by all groups. No need to
say how much this project brings them together and teaches them that cooperation makes everyone
stronger...! Those kids know they can do anything if they hold together and stretch the hand to each
other even if they don’t like somebody. The group my child works in is working on a “human conveyor':
Twenty of them lay down on the ground, one after another as if they were a rug. One of the remaining
five children, lying face-up above them, is moved forward by them rolling in the same direction. The
“transported” child holds in his hand a glass filled with water, which he would pour into the bucket from
the other side of the human carpet, where it is transported by the “conveyor”. Water spills on the way,
but they anyhow just laugh33.
Moreover, they are encouraged to do something every day that they’ve never made before, e.g. to
practice to become ambidextrous, to wash their teeth with the other hand, to come to school on another
way, to make a compliment to the woman from the pastry shop...
I’ve just remembered other types of activities. One whole day (or even week) they should try to
behave and to be entirely like another child in the class, also by imitating his gestures or expressions.
They should choose preferably one they usually don’t interfere with for “entering his slippers”: If it's an
extrovert child should try to be as an introvert one, if friendly then it should change to be grumpy... One
understands each other better by trying to imitate him. Oh, that reminded me one of the posters with
quotes from the last year, “Sois toi-même si tu veux être différent”, “be yourself if you want to be
different”. (Have I mentioned that these posters are bilingual, where appropriate?) Other activities make
them appreciate what they already have. On some group activity they had to move in a row with a hand
and a leg tied with the neighbor on the right respectively to the left. In on other activity they had to find
a tree, again blindfolded. It proved much harder than they’d thought... My kid also told me that now he
feels such a pity for those in the wheelchair or for the blind people... After the activity he just gives off
the ties and he's like new, but those people live with it permanently!
One day they were shown in the Great Hall a pps with Jessica Cox, the girl without arms who does
everything with her legs: Writes, paints, changes contact lenses as in the photo, drives the car, tanks...
She has a pilot certificate and even flies – all by herself!34 The Jessica Cox’s pps was short, but it ended
with the idea “You have two hands: Imagine just how much you can do with them!”
Some other time they saw a “Britain’s Got Talent” show, the one which consecrated Susan Boyle.
She has a magnificent voice which thrilled everybody, but being already 47 she looked like the old fee
from Disney’s Cinderella35. The HUGE surprize is a big life’s lesson for everybody seeing her!
32

Other examples from the show 'Wanna bet that … ?”/”Wetten, daß...?”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PxDODp9Crs#t=361 (mixed up Rubik’s cube, memorized, then blindfolded,
underwater, 4 minutes)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yivxmoT2Xec , (a tower of 15 beer crates held with the mouth)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSyNtG9Qh0U#t=353 (a 9 years old boy knows by heart how to get from any
public transport station to any other one in Vienna)
33
On February 2004 the 8th grade from the Lina-Hilger-Gymnasium in Bad Kreuznach, Germany, realized this idea in
a „Wetten, daß...?“ show. The video is included in the collection „Die verrücktesten Kinderwetten”, “The Craziest Children’s
bets”, vizible for example here: http://www.maxdome.de/wetten-dass-kompakt/folge-1-die-verruecktesten-kinderwettena170096.html#top
34
http://jessica-cox-pictures.blogspot.ro/
35
Susan BOYLE’s first audition, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSrAJsWvEIc
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Actually they periodically hear true stories about people who had succeeded because they have
persevered, like the true stories from the “Chicken Soup for the Soul” series. The idea is that “whether
you believe you can do it, or that you can’t, you are right!!36

Figure 5
Jessica Cox, the girl without arms who does everything with her feet

In the school’s Great Hall they also see carefully chosen films: Inspirational, educational, all
conveying really positive messages, not wrapped in a coat of negativity: Forrest Gump, Cast Away,
Contact, Scent of a Woman, Amelie, The Bridges of Madison County, the Englishman Who Walked Up
a Hill but Came Down a Mountain, The Sound of Music, The Gods Must Be Crazy, Thelma and Louise,
Zorbas, Citizen Kane. They learn, each on their level of understanding, also to critically look at a movie,
in search for manipulative ideas. I was aghast when he’d showed me some videos about < Disney
subliminal messages >!!! Some were exaggerated, others I think were made by Disney themselves for
misleading, but some others are definitely indisputable. Especially if the little word 'sex' is added in the
keywords. Disney, which was for me a milestone...!!!
Conclusions
To cut a long story short: I love this school. It creates balanced people in Babu’s spirit. Babu is an
acquaintance from India who held once a conference about a kind of “triangle of life” from the Indian
philosophy. They obviously use that in this Wholesome School. He was saying that life has 3
components: Work, faith, fun. The “fun” is about the beautiful, the joy, the pleasure, the passion. The
“work” is not only the job itself, but about any effort and its tangible results, like wealth and status. As
for “faith”, it encompasses also meditation, self-analysis, and one’s philosophy of life.
A stable, harmonious man has all three components balanced in his life. If one or even two of them
are missing, lays in the extreme of “too much”, or “too little”, that person no longer lives in the balance
and is unhappy. At the Babu’s Conference37 I’d thought immediately about the Euclidean geometry’s
theorem saying that through three points one plane only can pass38. That’s why tables with three legs
will no way wiggle, but will be stable. Reworded, balance can be achieved if there are three supporting
points. The same in life!
This triad is found also both in the school’s motto, “Armonie, Bucurie, Competenţă” which is
Romanian for “Harmony, Joy, Competence”, and in its activities. Any of them involves an effort to find
the solution and implementing it, has an ideological component through the free discussions after the
activity about what they had felt and experienced, and a third component of pleasure, obvious by the
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Susan JEFFERS, ibid.
The conference actually took place at the Vienna University, 1993
38
Oltea GOIA-DEMIAN, blog, http://legilevietii.ro/blog/?p=260 (for the time being in Romanian only)
37
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high spirits. In other words: The activities are harmonious because they teach the kids, they make them
happy, and they require an effort. Thus they become valuable experiences.
The same harmonic triad pops up again in the 3 pillars of the school I was telling you about:
- The classical school, promoting knowledge of the logical, informational type;
- The Waldorf School, which educates through creativity and integrative spirit, while restoring the
connection with God. Don't forget it is a multi-confessional school. Hmmm, in the Holy Trinity there are
also three... By the way, I haven’t spoken about Religion classes...
- The Outward Bound Component, which brings out valuable experiences out of physical
activities.
About Religion ... The only thing that unsettles me is that it's a multi-confessional school. At the
beginning of the day the children say, as I said, a prayer, each month another one. I admit I like the one
this month, maybe because I perfectly agree that one should give up vanity. Had I myself given it up, I
would have lost less in my life, and maybe my kid’s daddy would have been my first love, the one with
the perfumed correspondence... (... Has he read those letters or has he not...?) The current prayer comes
incidentally from Arsenie Boca himself: “Lord, help me today to drop my own ego, for who knows for
what trifle I may issue great enmity and thus, hanging onto me, I might miss You.”
I must admit though that I haven’t really thought so far that this school indoctrinates them. The
first Religion lessons in the school year are kept by a Physics teacher who explains on their level
something with quantum theory and God. As my child understood it, there is a field known for more
than 100 years, permanently present everywhere in the universe, now called the Zero Point Field. Some
scholars, after some recent experiences, have named it the God Field39. Latest experiments in CERN
confirmed on July 2012 “the existence of an All-Pervading Field of incalculable energy, which
precedes and is the source of all mass. [..] Mass is not the source of energy; Energy is the source of
mass.” We parents were given at the parent-teacher meeting a 30 pages long summary of a book “The
Field” by Lynne McTaggart.

.
Figure 6
Science took us God, science is bound to give Him back to
us. The book ”The Field” does that brilliantly.

I think I'll read it all. The author, a journalist, has gathered for non-specialists new and old facts
and theories from Quantum Physics, starting from the idea that everything is energy. Yes, including
mass, which since Einstein has been proved to be simply a form of energy with a very low frequency!
39

Adam TROMBLY, Scientific Proof of the Presence of the “God Field” Confirmed by CERN:
http://projectearth.com/founder-essays/view/48-scientific-proof-of-the-presence-of-the-god-field-confirmed-by-cern
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Even thoughts are energy. There are already some devices, like the Japanese robot Asimo40, which does
turn them into motion!! That Physics teacher has pointed out for the kids that situations, as a sum of
energies of the people and of the objects involved, are influenceable by energy41! For instance with the
energy of thoughts!! Well...
The book is about that Zero Point Field the kid was talking about: It pervades as said everything
and links all things in the Universe, so it’s everywhere, as God is. And it has also the other
characteristics of God: Omniscience because it keeps any thoughts that we've ever had as a specific
interference pattern of waves; omnipotency because its energy is virtually infinite; and immortality,
because it's eternal, cannot be destroyed. The book comprises also lots of scientific experiments like the
ones carried out in the States by a certain Randolph Byrd, and then by a William Harris, which clearly
showed that patients for whom somebody had prayed for had definitely better health results. Yes, sure
I'll read the original book.
On the other hand I ponder upon the thought that maybe it's not that bad to grow up with the idea
that what you do does have an effect, which does come back to you; that in order to succeed you need to
make an effort; that forgiveness is nice and also good for your own health, and being envious, not lying
and all the rest is not. After all, those physicists might be right that the thoughts do count and bring forth
a physical reaction in the outside world. Maybe they know something... Maybe religions do know why
they have had kept on saying all the same things for ages..., maybe it’s not incidentally! I see that this
Wholesome School does give healthy directions for my child's life, gives him courage and confidence, it
helps him and the community become harmonious. And it also provides a knowledge that I know for
sure it’s going to help him, moreover, a knowledge firmly thrust in a ground of self-knowledge. They
know very well why they had written with golden letters in the Great Hall of the school that "Know
thyself and you'll master the Universe!"... These kids won’t become Wizards Apprentices with a
knowledge based on the terra incognita which is their own soul, because they grow up in a world that
doesn't feel alien, hostile and somewhere outside themselves. They grow up in a world which meets their
real needs, and about which they know that they really belong to as an integral part, and that what they
do, feel and especially think does matter, does make a difference!!
What should I say else? I myself use very little of what I had learned in my school, I don’t want to
estimate how little lest I fall into the self-pity trap. I’m definitely positive about never having had needed
to know what the apocope was and how many vertebrae does the cat have! Instead I would have very
much liked to actually live the Middle Ages as to have an idea of how it felt, and, yes, even to see how I
would have made it out without money ... Yes, I would have LOVED to be a schoolgirl here! It’s well
known that
The purpose of education is to form the soul and the character of the children, hence those of the
future community as well, and to provide them with practical knowledge they can use in real life!
Author's Note:
As I said in the title, it's an imaginary school. I wish from all my heart, and I am convinced that
that’s my life's mission, to make it alive! Any cooperation and help are welcome ... What it needs, for
instance, apart of investors, is creating special schoolbooks in cooperation with teachers who have the
fantasy, the desire and the ability to work along these lines. Being a private school there is some
freedom toward Ministry.
It's time to change something. And, as Victor Hugo puts it:
NOTHING IS MORE POWERFUL THAN AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS ARRIVED!!

40

Asimo the robot, moved by mere thoughts: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-fE9QBy0FI#t=120
Ideas from Oltea GOIA-DEMIAN’S interactive 3 days courses „Laws of Life and Why Do They Work, described for
the time being only in Romanian on the website http://www.legilevietii.ro/
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